2003 vw jetta brakes

Five problems related to service brakes have been reported for the Volkswagen Jetta. The most
recently reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and reliability
analysis of the Volkswagen Jetta based on all problems reported for the Jetta. The contact owns
a Volkswagen Jetta. The contact stated that while driving approximately 25 mph, the brake
pedal sank to the floorboard when depressed. As a result, the contact crashed into the rear of
another vehicle. The contact mentioned that the failure caused four other vehicles to crash. A
police report was filed. There were no injuries reported. The vehicle was towed to an impound
lot where it was scheduled to be inspected. The manufacturer was notified of the failure. The
vehicle was destroyed. The approximate failure mileage was 36, While driving approximately 65
mph, the contact noticed that the vehicle was hesitating. While attempting to pull over and
applying pressure to the brakes, the vehicle would not stop. The vehicle hit a boulder and
flipped over. The contact sustained several bruises. A passenger sustained a fractured wrist
and ankle, seat belt rash, and bruising. Neither the dealer nor the manufacturer was notified.
The current and failure mileages were approximately , He applied pressure to the brake pedal at
30 mph , but the vehicle would not decelerate. As a consequence he rear-ended another vehicle.
He sustained minor injuries. The vehicle was towed to an auto body collision center; and
completely destroyed. The failure and current mileages were 78, While driving in heavy MA
traffic the front breaks of my Jetta tdi locked up. I had to pull over and it took me 30 minutes to
get the brakes to release. I took the car to the dealership and they refused to fix the problem
because they could not duplicate it. They have had my car for 11 days and they still refuse to
repair the car. Vw customer support is also being unhelpful. I have owned a Volkswagen Jetta
turbo - and have had one horrible problem after another. Without fail, I have taken my vehicle in
for random mechanical repairs every few months since purchasing the vehicle. I found out the
car was manufactured in mexico and that vw was aware of how bad their car's manufactured in
mexico were. If that is the case, how can so many car owners with so many mechanical issues
continue to sell in this country? I would like to report vw for lackluster performance and for
continuing manufacture in an area well known for its below average standards and for
continuing to bleed the consumer when it is fully aware of the issue. Car Problems. Service
Brakes problem 1. Service Brakes problem 2. Service Brakes problem 3. Service Brakes
problem 4. Service Brakes problem 5. Other Service Brakes related problems of the Volkswagen
Jetta. Service Brakes problems 5. Brake Electric Antilock problems. Brake Light Switch
problems. Brake Light On problems. Brakes Failed problems. Brake Disc Rotor problems. Brake
Master Cylinder problems. Brake Popping Noise problems. I noticed the past two times I drove
my car that when I backed up from a parking space the brakes would be rock hard and not
working. I pumped them and they worked. The third time I drove my car, the brakes are
completely gone. I can press really hard and they barely slow down my car. Obviously I am
taking it in to be fixed, but my question is I have plenty of brake fluid. The pedal does not go to
the floor like you would think it would. It's just hard. Any ideas? Sounds like you have no
vaccuum at your brake booster, or you need a brake booster. Without the brake booster, your
pedal will get rock hard, it's like trying to step on the brakes with your engine off. Doesn't sound
like the master as if it were a master generally if you press the pedal, the pedal will slowly creep
to the floor, bleeding off fluid. Just sounds like the booster to me. Trending News. Tiger Woods
injured in one-car rollover accident. Pat Sajak called out for mocking contestant. Top volleyball
duo boycott country over bikini ban. Do you know your privilege? An eye-opening lesson.
Justice Thomas's election-case dissent draws ire. Judd makes hour trek home after shattering
leg. Answer Save. Still have questions? Get your answers by asking now. I just got a VW
Wolfsburg jetta and it runs fine. But when I pumped the brake pedal about times I hear a buzzing
noise and Im not sure if it's the abs system or what else it could be? Help please!! While you do
not have to pump the brakes with ABS, it does not hurt to do so, and the buzzing sound is
perfectly normal for ABS. ABS has an electric pump and turns itself on and off. If you don't have
a brake warning light flashing, along with the buzzing it's more than likely the abs system. In the
early 's vw issued a recall, for ABS controllers shorting out and causing accidents. You may
want to verify that your car is not on the list, because abs is not suppose to kick in every time
you apply the brakes. If you can post fault codes that will also be helpful. Take a look at the size
of the rim for the spare tire, go to a junkyard and get some, My 04 gti has the 17 ariettas and the
spare was a 16 inch. Unless you drive a GLI jetta or a wolfsburg, the brakes should be the
minimal size. Could be a ruptured brake booster. Does it sound like someone letting air out of a
balloon? You should have it looked at. Trending News. Tiger Woods injured in one-car rollover
accident. Pat Sajak called out for mocking contestant. Top volleyball duo boycott country over
bikini ban. Do you know your privilege? An eye-opening lesson. Justice Thomas's election-case
dissent draws ire. Judd makes hour trek home after shattering leg. Answer Save. Motorhead Lv
7. Favorite Answer. How do you think about the answers? You can sign in to vote the answer.
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Jpontiac68 Start date Sep 21, Jpontiac68 Veteran Member. Hello TDI club members, So recently
my brakes were locking up and the pedal would get stiff when that was happening. One time me
and my friend dakloog were driving around and the brakes locked up horribly all 4 wheels and
the car had no power because of the locked brakes, So we stopped the car and put it in gear so
no rolling would occur. We then proceeded to take off one of the tires with the spare tire jack
only to find the brakes completely seized to the caliper the rears were especially bad. Then
about a day or two later I was out enjoying the great Chicago weather being 70F in late
September and the car still grabs and has a lack of power then lets off and is fine again. And
started to smoke, it was only seeming to be the front brakes not all 4. Does anyone know what
the problem could be? Thanks for your replies. Last edited: Nov 8, Sorry im new to actually
working on my own car so what arm would you be speaking of the control arm or the caliper
arm that holds the pads in? JB05 Top Post Dawg. Joined Oct 20, Location Il. The arm on the
caliper to which the PB cable is attached. Check to make sure that the arm is fully up against its
stop. Have someone inside the car activate the PB lever up and down while you observe each
caliper. They should not be binding. Where did you purchase the calipers? I purchased the
calipers from oreilly auto parts along with the rotors and the pads. RT1 Veteran Member. One
thing I noticed early in my ownership was the service requirement to change the brake fluid
every two years. I didn't think much of the advice until my brakes locked up coming to a stop.
Changed the fluid and the problem went away. Been changing as required ever since and have
not had any problems other than wear. Sorry RT1 i wish it was that simple as my original post
said i replaced the rear calipers, rotors, pads, and replaced the master cylinder though i wasn't
able to bench bleed it and bled it from the wheels starting furthest away and working in. Could
my problem be from not bench bleeding the master cylinder? Please help me if you know what
else could be wrong with the brakes. Last edited: Sep 21, The pump connects to the brake
booster. Check the hose and grommet to the brake booster. No i didn't but i will check that
when i get home, and what exactly would be wrong with the vacuum pump? Jpontiac68 said:.
Thanks for the picture so is the round thing in the picture with the ripped hose on it actually the
vacuum pump? Sorry i forgot to read your post more closely but how would i be able to tell the
difference between bad vacuum hoses and the vacuum booster being bad? Thanks for the help
and I'll post you back with any info as to how its going, right now I have the vacuum check valve
off but it seems it doesn't want to go back in the brake booster is fine we have gone through the
steps the Haynes manual reccomends so just wanting some extra help thanks. My friend
actually just got the check valve back in. Me and my friend checked a while ago and the hose
seemed to be clogged but i'm not positive if it would be the cause of the grabbing then letting
go braking situation, if you think you know what else it could be please post your thoughts. We
also followed the procedures specified by the Haynes manual and according to it the booster is
airtight so what else could it be? The brakes though have not been locking up or hard pedal but
now there is a soft low pedal so i don't know why the hard pedal switched and now its a soft
pedal. Soft pedal is air in the system, hard pedal is a bad booster. It is strange for all brakes to
grab when you are not apply the brakes. It is very common for the Rubber lines in any brake
system to get old and the rubber hose can create a one way valve effect and cause usually one
brake to not release. The reason is when you apply the brakes the fluid is under pressure and
can force itself through the hose, but when you release the pedal the defective hose does not
allow the fluid to return. The next time this happens, open the brake bleeder and see if it is
under pressure. Check your rubber lines, there will be 5 of them, one at each wheel and one that
goes from the frame to the rear axle. Also, when you replace calibers, be sure to clean and lube
the slider pins. You could have a linkage issue, that is causing the pedal to return, but still
depressing the master??? Brake fluid should be changed every 2 years, rubber lines every 6
years. I've asked many people what this could be and tried their suggestions about vacuum and
the booster, but the Haynes manual revealed the tests to check a booster an mine is airtight. I
also tried the check valve and hose and from what I can see there is no obstruction but I might
run a vacuum test. But if you have any other ideas than master cylinder. Replaced it or booster
checked that please post as I need all the expertise I can get. Thanks for your time, Jpontiac
Last edited: Sep 22, Dakloog Active member. Ok, did it feel like all brakes were grabbing
simultaneously or maybe just one? As I wasn't with you at the time I wouldn't know. If just one
then it could possibly be from the initially crimped rubber brake hose from when we did the
calipers the other day. Pretty sure it was the driver rear hose. They both locked up

simultaneously but I could feel the fronts were locking up though. I think Tongsli is pointing you
good direction. Does yours have the Electronic Stability Control System? I think if you do have
the system, you have a button that over rides it. The system will then react to keep the vehicle
moving forward in a straight line. If it is getting a faulty signal, maybe that might have
contributed to it. If your brakes lock up again, try hitting the ESC button and see if the brakes
unlock. A break lock up usually points towards calipers that are locked up. Even if there was a
leak in the booster, it would just make breaking more difficult. I am bringing it in tomorrow take
it up on the lift to see how the rubber hoses look though. Might have some debris clogging the
return in the master cylinder. I could see deterioration and dirt building up and making them
stick. Even in the proportioning valve a piece of dirt could cause problems. Maybe not complete
lock up, but enough to really mess with you. If you haven't already flushed the system, you
might give it a go. You may have to actually disconnect the lines before the abs system and
after it when you flush to make sure something isn't suck in there. I wish I knew more! Other
than them sticking randomly, they perform well? I've asked many people what this could be and
tried their suggestions about vacuum and the booster, but the Haynes manual revealed the
tests to check a booster an dmine is airtight. I have already replaced the master cylinder along
with the fluid flush so i hope its not that but I'm thinking the only other thing it could be would
be the brake lines are contaminated as this is the last thing i can think of as to the brake
problem. Could anyone tell me if a little bit of dirt in the brake line would cause such a problem?
I need all the help i can get thanks for your help and i await your replies. Might be applicable?
You must log in or register to reply here. This site uses cookies to help personalise content,
tailor your experience and to keep you logged in if you register. By continuing to use this site,
you are consenting to our use of cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦. So how do you find out what
problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste your time wasting
ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find something
helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Add
Complaint. The contact owns a Volkswagen Jetta. He applied pressure to the brake pedal at 30
mph, but the vehicle would not decelerate. As a consequence he rear-ended another vehicle. A
police report was filed. He sustained minor injuries. The vehicle was towed to an auto body
collision center; and completely destroyed. The failure and current mileages were 78, I have
owned a Volkswagen Jetta turbo - and have had one horrible problem after another. Without fail,
I have taken my vehicle in for random mechanical repairs every few months since purchasing
the vehicle. I found out the car was manufactured in Mexico and that VW was aware of how bad
their car's manufactured in Mexico were. If that is the case, how can so many car owners with
so many mechanical issues continue to sell in this country? I would like to report VW for
lackluster performance and for continuing manufacture in an area well known for its below
average standards and for continuing to bleed the consumer when it is fully aware of the issue. I
bought my car at the end of November. Drove it off the lot with 9 miles on the vehicle. At the
time of breakdown on July 25, , the car had 10, miles on it. The current mileage on it now is 13,
July 25th was a very hot day. I believe it was up to degrees that day. I had noticed my car
running at a substantial lower power than usual, but I assumed it was because of the heat and
that I had my air conditioning on high. I had to do some errands in town then I headed home,
which is about 30 minutes away from the tri-cities, at this time I did notice loss of power going
up the on-ramp to the interstate, but still did not think too much of the fact. I was half way home
when I noticed that my car was losing even more power, the cruise quit and my speedometer
went from 75 to 50 mph and that is when I noticed that my heat gauge was extremely high. I also
found it odd that the inside of my car had not cooled off, but was getting warmer. I headed
towards the off-ramp and as I was down shifting and applying the breaks, my brake pedal made
;puffy-popping noise and then the brake pedal collapsed to the floor. I put the vehicle in neutral
and pumped the brakes to get the vehicle to stop, when the vehicle stopped, I smelled heat, or
like something burning. I thought it was a fire around town. Pulling away from the off-ramp, I
could not get any pickup speed with
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my car. The car felt like it was pushing to go forward and also pulling itself back at the same
time, as the vehicle tried to pick up speed, it would pull back and forth. The gas pedal was all
the way to the floor and I couldn't get any speed. I could only shift into second gear and the
vehicle could only maintain 15 mph. As all of this was happening, I was turning off everything I
thought took power, air conditioner was the first thing off when I started noticing the car
overheating and losing power, then the radio, these did not help. Search CarComplaints. While

driving in heavy MA traffic the front breaks of my Jetta tdi locked up. I had to pull over and it
took me 30 minutes to get the brakes to release. I took the car to the dealership and they
refused to fix the problem because they could not duplicate it. They have had my car for 11 days
and they still refuse to repair the car. VW customer support is also being unhelpful. Not what
you are looking for? Search for something else:.

